
 
The Challenge
In life there is never enough time and this adage is very true for teachers 
when it comes to trying to correct work and give feedback to students. 
Teachers must review not only the final papers that the pupils hand 
in for assessment but the drafts that they complete to allow them to 
improve on their work.

Added to the teachers’ challenges is the complexity of giving effective 
feedback. Teachers need the ability to track what feedback they have 
given to which pupils in order to see who is taking the feedback on 
board and modify their approach if necessary.

Sue Yates from The Mac.Robertson Girls’ High School in Melbourne 
Australia was faced with this issue. The Mac.Robertson Girls’ High 
School is a select entry (all students pass an exam to gain entry into 
the school) state school with a strong focus on academic excellence. 
The over 900 students come from wide socio-economic and cultural 
backgrounds.  Sue explained:

The Solution
The Mac.Robertson Girls’ High School initially implemented 
Turnitin Feedback Studio for its originality checking to 
ensure their pupils were creating original work. However, 
they realized that the feedback options included with Turnitin 
Feedback Studio had the potential to solve the problem of 
giving sufficient individual feedback for students to develop  
their skills.

Sue Yates, an English teacher at The Mac.Robertson Girls’ High 
School, explained: 
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Case Study: The importance of 
good feedback

Sue Yates 
Teacher

“I really value the fact 
I can check what I’ve 
told the students and 
I can improve my own 
feedback through this 
tool because of the  
way it works, and it  
does work”

“They all need to be equipped with the skills to reach 
their potential and that requires a lot of feedback from 
their teachers.”

“As a school we originally purchased Turnitin Feedback 
Studio for the orginality checking, as I think most 
schools do. However, as I started to investigate the 
options in Turnitin Feedback Studio, I realised I could 
give feedback in lots of different ways including making 
Voice Comments and using Quickmarks to allow me to 
save any often repeated comments into a library. I can 
also link websites to my comments to allow students 
to get further information to supplement my feedback.” 



The Result
Turnitin Feedback Studio now is being used to give feedback in 
various forms in many faculties at The Mac.Robertson Girls’  
High School.

Use different forms of feedback to reach your students

It is being used to give feedback on many different formats from 
the traditional English essay to hand written exams that are then 
scanned into the system to allow consistent feedback. The reaction 
from the students to the voice comments left by teachers has  
been positive.

Save time marking your student’s work

Sue estimates that she saves approximately a 1/3 of her marking 
time since Turnitin Feedback Studio has been implemented at The 
Mac.Robertson Girls’ High School:

Give your students meaningful and targeted feedback

Sue Yates explained:
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“Turnitin Feedback Studio works the way teachers 
want it to work. It is a really invaluable tool to give 
students meaningful feedback, lots of feedback and 
very targeted feedback.“

“Getting back a 1/3 of my time for marking  
is amazing.”


